Chinese, Japanese, Korean Discovery in Quicksearch (Book+)
Fewer results (Hiroshima)
No results (Taiwan + Statistics)
Tokenization

• Other language searching
  • Tokenized
  • Whole word matching
  • *Artichoke, Earth, Heart*, etc. → Too many irrelevant results

• Chinese and Japanese searching
  • Not tokenized
  • Need substring matching
  • 美術雑誌 (= *Art* journal)
Fixed! (Hiroshima)
Fixed! (Taiwan + Statistics)
Chinese character variants (Mao Zedong)

毛泽东 (simplified Chinese) 1187 results

毛泽东 (traditional Chinese) 524 results

毛沢東 (Japanese kanji) 47 results
Chinese character variants (Buddhism)

仏教 (simplified Chinese, Kanji) 113 results

仏敎 (traditional Chinese, Kanji) 32 results

仏敎 (Korean Hanja) 10 results

仏敎 (other mix-n-match) 37 results
Chinese character variants (Mao Zedong)
Chinese character variants (Buddhism)
Other improvements

• Normalize Japanese hiragana and katakana characters
• Normalize CJK full-width punctuation characters to half-width equivalents (space, middle dot, comma)
• Enable + and - operators for advanced CJK searching
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